The annual I.P.C. dance is to be held on Friday night in the Inn, and will be sponsored by the Phi Mu Delta house. According to Lewis Tynes, Jr., '44, General Manager of the I.F.C., it is already known that a complete list of their names will be made by getting in touch with the Cambridge office of the I.F.C. Sigma Alpha Epsilon house, the Phi Sigma Kappa house, and the Delta Upsilon house. Although the chaperones and alums for the affair have not as yet been determined, it is expected that a complete list of their names will be made as soon as possible. It has not as yet been decided exactly what the door prize will contain, and the exact quantity of which will be determined as soon as possible. A secretary from the studio of "The King," Billie A. Spring, will take pictures every day this week in order to take pictures for and to make arrangements for publishing the pictures in the yearbook. The annual I.P.C. dance will be held in the lobby of Building B, the rest of the evening being devoted to the dances in the dormitories. The Engineering, Chemistry, and the Arts and Science Societies will return the pictures to the technical and social societies in the dormitories, and the pictures will be taken by the Philo Delta house. The Engineering, Chemistry, and the Arts and Science Societies will return the pictures to the technical and social societies in the dormitories, and the pictures will be taken by the Philo Delta house.

Ship Models Show Evolution Of Navy

The ship models now on exhibition in the naval architecture museum of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology serve as a reminder of the important role played by the Navy in the nation's quest for peace. The exhibits, which were made by the students of the Naval Architecture and Marine Engineering Department, illustrate the evolution of the United States Navy from its earliest days to the present.

The exhibit is divided into two sections. The first section, located on the second floor of Building E, contains models of ships from the early days of the Navy to the present. The second section, located on the third floor of Building G, contains models of ships from the present day to the future. The exhibits are designed to provide a comprehensive overview of the history of naval architecture and to showcase the technological advances that have been made in this field over the years.

The models on display include a variety of types, ranging from small sailboats to large warships. Each model is accurately scaled and painted to reflect the appearance of the ship it represents. The models are arranged chronologically, with the earliest ships at the beginning of the exhibit and the most recent ships at the end.

The exhibits are open daily from 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM, and admission is free to the public. Children are encouraged to visit the exhibits to learn about the history of naval architecture and to see the models up close. The exhibits are also a great resource for students and professionals in the field of naval architecture.

Technique Sales Continue; Pictures Must Be Finished

Those juniors who have not yet had their pictures taken for the 1944 Technique may still do so, provided they make arrangements with the photographer by Friday, April 6. William B. Scott, '46, General Manager of Technique, returned last night. Appointments can be made by getting in touch with the Cambridge office of the I.F.C. Studios, located at 1000 Massachusetts Ave. The telephone number is 739. Scott also requested that those juniors who have had their pictures taken return the proofs to the Technique office on the third floor of Walker Memorial as soon as possible. A secretary from the studio of "The King," Billie A. Spring, will take pictures every day this week in order to take pictures for and to make arrangements for publishing the pictures in the yearbook.

The annual I.P.C. dance will be held in the lobby of Building B, the rest of the evening being devoted to the dances in the dormitories. The Engineering, Chemistry, and the Arts and Science Societies will return the pictures to the technical and social societies in the dormitories, and the pictures will be taken by the Philo Delta house. The Engineering, Chemistry, and the Arts and Science Societies will return the pictures to the technical and social societies in the dormitories, and the pictures will be taken by the Philo Delta house.

N.E. Championships Slated For May 8

Boston College To Be Scene Of Annual Games

According to an announcement by Bill Engleman, Director of Y.M.C.A. Activities, Boston College will be the host for the annual track and field championships sponsored by that organization. This year's meet will be held at Alumni Field on Friday night.

The meet was originally scheduled to be held at Brown University, but was changed to the more central site in Boston to facilitate transportation for the competitors.
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ADVANCED R.O.T.C. IS ACTIVATED

Climaxing what promises to be one of the most eventful I.F.C.—"All Tech"—weekends in a good many years, the announcement was made by the Junior and Senior in the advanced R.O.T.C. have been waiting eagerly were issued last night by Colonel Putney. In substance the army orders make it imperative that I.F.C. dancers forsake their dates for one day to fulfill a previous arrangement with the Army of the United States, and no date can doubt the validity of the claim. The orders should make the R.O.T.C. considerably healthier in spirit and less restive having been removed from a yoke of uncertainty. It is encouraging to note at all that all plans for a normal continuation of undergraduate life insofar as is compatible with the requirements. The conclusion to be drawn then is that participation in extra-curricular activities will be encouraged as means of developing leadership, and that undergraduate courses of study will be continued as usual. With respect to an augmented drill program, no announcement has been forthcoming, but in view of the letters received from the Officer Candidate Schools such a program may indeed become an reality.

As announced by the Colonel, the processing schedule calls for the entrainment of the Reserve Corps in full uniform from the North Station. 'Wearing the uniform is intended to project an impression of and to convey the entire history and culture of the Maya race from earliest times down into the present. Particular attention is paid in the Camnbridge program to the replication of the sites. The sites worthy of archaeological study are found in thick jungle, having been discovered by the Army last February, in the Army's all-inclusive Survey of the Carnegie Institution. It gives a broad survey of the jungle program in this part of the world. The program is an attempt to cover the entire history and culture of the Maya race from earliest times down into the present.

Dance Is Planned By Frosh, Sophs
At combined meeting of the Frosh Council and members of the Sophomore Class who were interested in holding a dance, it was decided to hold a dance for both classes on the near future. Although no details of the dance were revealed,消息称 were expected to work on the dance, and to make use of the work already done by the Sophomores when they planned to have a dance early last year. Although no one has been contacted to determine whether the dance will be held despite last night's news, it is expected that details of the occasion will be announced next week.

McGinnis Enters Naval Advanced Flight Training
Carl L. McGinnis, '42, last year's Vice-President of the Bausch Class, has completed his primary flight training at the Naval Aviation Cadet At Station, Massachusetts, and has been transferred to the Naval Air Station in Pensacola, Florida, for his advanced flight training. McGinnis, who received his degree in Chemical Engineering, was the chairman of the Student Faculty Committee. His home is in San Francisco, California. Upon completion of his advanced flight training, he will be commissioned as an ensign in the Navy.

I.F.C. Dance
A presentation of Mr. Five by Five last year. A few tickets for the tickets are still available at the regular price of $6.00. As most of the tickets are sold through fraternity houses, no contact should be necessary for where tickets are available. The dance is scheduled to last from 10 P.M. to 2:30 A.M.

The M.I.T. Swim Club has also announced that there will be mingled swimming in the Alumni Pool on Saturday afternoon. This will make an almost complete schedule for the weekend.